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111ird and long

Rapp talks RENT
Anthony Rapp speaks to
students in honor of
Diversity Week -SEE NEWS,A2

UCF wins in its third consecutive
double-overtime match - SEE sPoRrs,As
People

,WHAT'S IN A

NAME?

AWEBSITE

Debating the origin of man
Professor headlines first speech of series
MATTHEW BEATON

tise On the Origin ofSpecies.
These lectures' purpose is to take a
clear, unimpeded look at evolution and
The theory of evolution has been how it relates to biology, modem society
around for a century and a half. How and politics, and intelligent design.
·~s a department, we used [this
many more years does it take for it to be
anniversary] as an opportunity to bring in
accepted as fact?
On Monday, UCF's Biology Depart- a number of speakers ... to talk · about
ment held its first in a series oflectures on · Charles Darwin and evolutionary biology,
Charles Darwin and his theory of evolu- and its implications in the natural world,
tion. The series is designed to coincide and society," said Eric Hoffman, Ph.D, a
with and celebrate the 150th anniversary UCF assistant professor of biology and
of Darwin's revolutionary scientific trea- one of the series's coordinators. "It's
Contributing Writer'

)

Talk about taking protest to the next
level. Awoman protesting animal
dissections in schools changed her name ·
to CutoutDissection.com,or Cutout for
short.The funner Jennifer Thornburg's
new name is also the Web address for an
anti-dissection site for People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals.

important, especially for biology majors,
to have a good understanding of what
evolutionary biology is."
- Leading off the series was Jerry
Coyne, Ph.D., a professor from the
University of Chicago who has
spent 25 years researching speciation, the division of one
species into two. The Harris
Engineering Center's auditorium provided the
forum for his lecture
"Intelligent Design Versus Evolution."
PLEASE SEE

COYNE ON A7

Man

life's on

')

Animals

robbed
atUCF
complex
Valuables, money
taken during attack
MARK SCHAUB
Staff Writer

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

U.N.ASSOCIATION
AT UCF HOLDING EVENT
IN PEGASUS BALLROOM
The United Nations Association at UCF
will hold an event Thursday in the
Pegasus Ballroom at the Student
Union from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
featuring keynote speaker Hiro Sakuri
of Soka Gakkai International.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

CONVICTED KILLER
GETS LIFE IN PRISON
FOR KILLING FOUR
Convicted killer Kirby Archer will spend
the rest of his life in prison for
murdering four people during last
year's hijacking ofthe''.Joe Cool''
charter boat.Judge Paul Huck
sentenced Archer to five consecutive
life terms Tuesday.

NATION & WORLD, A4

CURRENT CANADIAN
PRIME MINSTER
POISED FOR REPEAT
Canada's Conservative prime minister
appears poised to retain hisjob as
Canadians voted in national elections
Tuesday, but he faced a greater
challenge in winning a parliamentary
majority.
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SGA breaks mold by hosting
creative stunt show
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
StaffWriter

Unlike the typical musical events the
Student Government Association hosts
on campus, the SGA will break the
mold by hosting Cirque USA'.s acrobatic
stunt show Cirque Odyssey on Thursday.
"Everyone will have a blast at this
show, I promise," SGA President Logan
Berkowitz said in a press release. "It's
absolutely amazing. Students work so
hard all year round, and we want to
show our appreciation by bringing out

something they will never ·forget."
Cirque Odyssey is a production that
follows a boy named Daniel's entrance
into a world of surreal possibilities.
With the help of a pair offriends, Daniel
discovers the various characters inhabiting this world as they perform various
acts testing the body's limits.
These characters will showcase
agility and physical prowess through
trampoline wall acrobatics, contortion,
rola bola, juggling, aerial chiffon aero. batics, hand-to-hand balancing and
German wheel gymnastics.
SGA chose to vary this semester's

entertainment event by opting for a
p erformance it felt would appeal to a
wider audience of students and get the
greatest amount of students involved.
"Traditionally, SGA funds a fall
entertainment event to show our
appreciation for the student body in the
form of a concert," Berkowitz said. "But
with such a diverse group of students
· with so many musical interests, we've
found it d ifficult to get everyone
involved simply because n ot everyon e
appreciates the same music artists."
SGA feels this act will appeal to a
broader coalition by providing the
chance to witness a live stunt show and
will also raise student awareness of its
role on campus.
PLEASE SEE

SGA ON A6

The UCF Police Department issued a community
alert after police reported an
armed robbery at the Pegasus Pointe ap artments Saturday night.
Warren Whitmore, not a
UCF
stu dent,
was
ap proached by two men in
t h e p arkin g lot between
buildings 17 and 18 of th e
Pegasus Poin te complex at
aroun d 9 p.m . when one of
t h em struck Whitmore in
t he back of the head with a
semi-au t omatic handgun,
according to t h e campusw ide e -mail sent Sunday
night.
The suspects told Whitm ore to drive them in his car
to an ATM to withdraw
m oney, the e-mail continu ed.
Whitmore, 25, complied and
after t he tran saction, was
told to drop the suspects off
at P epperdine Place, after
which they ran in the direction of Alafaya Trail.
Later, officers returned to
For the police

report, go to:
www.UCFNews.com
PLEASE SEE

Faculty union and
BOT talk contracts
SHAWN GAGE
Contributing Writer

The gloves were off as faculty representatives and the UCF
Board 6f 1rustees continued to
hammer out a firm agreement
for proposed contract changes
in a heated debate.
At the latest meeting in Millican Hall, the BOT and the
United Faculty of Florida discussed two specific articles.
Proposed ch~ges w ere
brought
forth
regarding
"Salaries" by the UFF and "Disciplinary Action and Job Abandonment" by the BOT.
When the three-year contract expired Aug. 31, the United Faculty of Florida members
w ere already working toward a

mutual agreement with the
BOT.
According to Florida law; all
articles · being renegotiated,
except for Salaries, remain in
effect until an agreement has
been reached between the
BOT and UFF, and a final copy
has been approved by both parties.
The Salaries article is the
only one which must be ren egotiated each year.
The UFF disagrees with the
continued tuition increases
while
emp loyee
salaries
remain the same from year to
year.
The UFF originally proposed a 4.25 percent salary
increase for 2008--09.
PLEASE SEE

UFF ON A7

UCF ON A6

New club builds for a cause
·Students inspired
after trip to Georgia
JOHN MURPHY
Contributing Writer

While most students
w e re spending their vacation time t earing up t h e
slope s somewher e cold or
working on their tan and
relaxing at one of the local
b e aches, Conrad "Ben "
Kahn spent the last Spring
Break helping to build houses for H abitat for Humanity
in Georgia.
Now, after that experience, h e h as been equally as
busy in his efforts to estab lish a new ch apter of Habitat for Humanity at UCF in
h op es of p roviding affor d able h ou sing to those w h o
n eed it around the Centr al
Florida area.

COURTESY HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

Samuel Boundy,Jason Lewis, Ben Kahn and Marc Garreau founded the UCF Habitat for
Humanity Campus Chapter this semester. They will partner with Habitat Orlando.

The clu b b egan after
Kahn, ch apter p r esid en t,
and a group of friends went
to work for Hab itat in
Albany, Ga., an experien ce
that Kahn said deeply

affected him.
"It was an amazingly p rofound and humbling experience," Kahn said. "It wasn't
PLEASE SEE
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U.N. Association holding event
The United Nations Association at UCF will hold an event
Thursday in the Pegasus Ballroom. at the Student Union
from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m .
The keynote speaker will be
Hiro Sakuri of Soka Gakkai
International.

The Student Newspaper at IJCFsince 1968
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See myths busted about feminism
There will be a screening of

The F Word, a documentary
about feminism, will be shown
in Math and Physics Building
Room 336 on Thursday from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
The F Word attempts to
deconstruct the term feminism
from its stigma and antagonism
in American society.
For more information, contact Anjella Wamshuis at 407823-3502 or e-mail womenst@mail.ucf.edu.
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RENT star reminds students there's no day but today

Online News Editor
Jeffrey Riley x213
Online.CFF@gmail.a>m

Film festival at Library on Friday
There will a film festival at
the Library on Friday at 10 am.
The festival will feature
some of the best films from the
Library's collection.
For more information, contact Ven Basco at 407-823-5048
or e-mail bbasco@mail.ucf.edu.

Opportunity for free practice tests
Students can take a free
practice test for graduate
school on Saturday in Health
and Public Affairs I between
8:30 am. and 5 p.m.
The tests will include the
GMAT, the GRE, the LSAT, the
PCAT and others.
Students must register with
Kaplan Testing if they want to
take a practice exam.
For more information, contact Wayne Jackson at 407-823or
e-mail
2716
wjackson@mailucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Convicted killer gets life in prison
after charter boat murders
MIAMI - Convicted killer
Kirby Archer will spend the
rest ofhis life in prison for mur--;;--.
dering four people during last
year's hijacking of the "Joe
Cool" charter boat.
As tearful family members-and friends of the victim~
looked on, Judge Paul Huck
sentenced Archer to five consecutive life terms Tuesday.
The 36-year-old Archer pleaded guilty in July to first-degree
murder, robbery, kidnapping
and hijacking the boat. The
plea spared Archer a possible
death penalty, although Archer
admitted in court that he
deserves to die.
Prosecutors say Archer
hijacked the boat to escape
child molestation and theft
. investigations in Arkansas.
A mistrial was declared earlier this m·onth for a second
man accused in the slayings.
Guillermo Zarabozo's second
trialissetforJanuary.

Democratic congressman denies
giving money to keep affair quiet
PALM BEACH GARDENS
- Democratic Florida Congressman Trm Mahoney admitted causing "pain" in his marriage but denied paying hush
money to a former aide to be
quiet about an affair.
Mahoney read a statement
Tuesday accompanied by his
wife, Terry. He says he takes "full
responsibility'' for his actions
and the pain he caused his wife
and daughter, but he did not
directly admit having an affair.
The statement came one day
after ABC News reported on its
Web site that Mahoney had an
affair with an aide and paid her
$121,000 to keep quiet and avoid
a sexual harassment lawsuit.
• PLEASE SEE

•

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION

•

.

In the Oct. 13 article "Parker
Pens Co. makes mark at UCF," it
was incorrectly reported that the
Write a Statement event would
be in conjunction with a concert.
It will be instead paired with a
voting/i.vote event.
The Central Florida Future
tries to be as accurate as possible.
If you spot any errors of fact,
please let us know by e-mailing
editor@centralflorid.ajuture.com
~

MELISSA CHADBOURNE

Opinions Editors

StaffWriter

In honor of Diversity Week,
actor Anthony Rapp spoke in the
Pegasus Ballroom Monday evening
about his experiences with the
world-famous musical Rent.
Presented by the Multicultural
Student Center, the Office of Diversity Initiatives and Campus Activities Board, Rapp took the stage at 8
p.m. for a detailed talk about his
audition, the life of the show and his
personal experiences in theater,
especially his role as Mark Cohen in
the Pulitzer and Tony Award winning musical Rent.
Rapp has been performing and
singing since he was 6 years old, and
his acting career took off with the
musical Rent. He worked at Starbucks before hand, and recalled to
the audience his audition and
escape from behind the counter.
When auditioning for his role as
Mark, he sang R.E.M.'s "Losing My
Religion." Dur~g the song however,
he swapped a few lines but still got
a callback.
"People often think you have to
be perfect in these situations," Rapp
said. "But guess wha.t? You don't.''
At his.callback, he also managed
to start on the wrong note during
one of the Rent songs.
"It's OK to screw up!" Rapp said,
laughing. "Screw up all you want!
Just as long as you don't vomit on
someone." ·
Rapp spoke I about the play's
writer, Jonathan Larson's, first fainting spell at a technical rehearsal and
his death before opening night. He
fainted during the song "What You
Own", and Rapp recalled it was during the line "We're dying in America, at the end of the millennia"
Larson went into the hospital not
feeling well and doctors suggested
food poisoning. He went back a sec- ·
ond time, and was told he had the
flu. Larson died due to complications ofMarfan syndrome, a genetic
disorder of the connective tissue, on
Jan. 25, 1996, after the dress rehearsal received rave reviews from the
audience, and an impromptu interview from a New York Times
reporter.
.
Rapp had been waiting until the
dress rehearsal to speak to Larson
and thank him for all they had done
. together. But with all the attention
Larson was getting, Rapp was
unable to approach him. Rapp had·
developed a deep friendship -with
Larson over their years working on
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Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover

RENT star Anthony Rapp spoke at UCF on Monday night in the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom in honor of
Diversity Week. Rapp talked about his pre-musical life and reminded everyone to vote no on Amendment 2.

promote and follow it, as well as
direct a showing of it in Africa
Rapp has been amazed at the
impact the show has ha.Id on its audience. At one book signing, a young
boy approached him with a book of
stick-figure drawings of the scenes
in the movie he had made. When
Rapp asked him what he loved so
much about the show, the boy
answered, "It's about love!"
When Rapp was finished speaking, he opened the floor to QM.
Audience members lined up at two
microphones to ask Rapp about his
experiences with the show, the
movie and general thoughts on getting into theater.
After the Q&A,, Rapp thrilled the .
waiting audience by singing "Seasons of Love" in memory of Larson.
Then Rapp went on to do a book
signing of his memoir Without You:
A memoir of love, loss, and the musi-

caL

·

when the musical opened to
remember.
Student Director for MSC Sherri-Ann Grant-Clarke, a 20-year-old
junior in Legal Studies, said Rapp's
celebrity status and involvement in
the GLBTQcommunity made him a
great choice.
"It was very important to have
someone- like Anthony Rapp,''
Grant-Clarke said. "I am more than
satisfied with the turnout and
impact."
Grant-Clark said the turnout was
above and beyond her expectations.
Nathan Wong, a 19-year-old
sophomore and GLBTQ Cultural
Seat Representative for MSC, said
the musical had a personal impact
for him as a member of the GLBTQ
community.
"For me, it has helped me
become more comfortable with it,"
Wong said.
· Wong said the show's message of
"no day but today" helped inspire
him to be open to both himself and
the people around him.
At the end of his talk, Rapp
reminded everyone to vote in
November and to vote no
on Amendment 2.

lODAY IN DETAIL
maximum htlmidity of 61 percent and
14 mph wind from the northeast.
Tonight: Aclear night with a zero
percent chance of rain and wind from
northeast at 11 mph.
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Attendee David "D-Co" Cohn, a
22-year-old senior in theater, said
getting to meet Rapp was a once-ina-lifetime experience.
i
"It's rewarding to know they
are still normal people,"
Cohn said, "still willing to T~
Rent.
let you get .in on the life of
Despite the sadness surrounding an artist."
Larson's death, the musical went on
Cohn heard of the show
to be a major success and to become in 1996 when it opened, and
one of the longest running musicals then saw it in 1998 on
in Broadway history. Rapp has been Broadway.
a continual part of the show, both in
Jenna Cymansky, a
and outside of 23-year-old senior in
art
history
and
1 the play. He
has
traveled
Speakers
abroad .,/
~tor- for
~
Campus
/ / Activity Board,
1
I
t
,,
/
was happy about the
,turnout and the impact
/,
of having Rapp come for
• /
·'
Diversity Week, after the
· ~/
,.
MSC suggested him.
- ,"'
,,.....- "He's a staple in our gen/• " _ ~
eration," Cyn;tansky said.
~ ,,.
.;::: ,,,,,.
-She said Rapp is
~ _
__,,_- known mostly due to
· _...
~ . .....---m:e-movie, because many
·-:- ~ - -=
.•. · young fans were too young

-

..
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
':Vednesday for the Friday edition.
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A Fusion of sweet and.chewy
MICHELLE DENDY
Contributing Writer

' J

UCF students looking for
a new place to hit the books
or to hang out with friends
can make their way across
campus to check out Boba
Tease Asian Fusion, a new
addition to the UCF Arena.
Boba Tease Fusion offers
students a relaxing atmosphere along with gourmet
Pan-Asian cuisine at affordable prices. The area, called
the Knight Lounge, is complete with wireless internet,
flat screen televisions,
couches and chairs.
"It is a great alternative to
the library, and it's not as
crowded," Boba Tease manager Gary Lee said. "It is
comfortable, and we are
happy to provide students
with a new place to socialize."
The menu consists of a
variety of Asian flavors,
ranging froµi authentic Taiwanese chicken to the average items found on a takeout menu.
Lee has geared the· menu
to sat'isfy authentic tastes,
while making it likeable for
students. With almost all
dishes \less than $6, Boba
Tease makes every dish
fresh with fresh ingredients
every day.
"The made-fresh concept
is usually only available in
top-end gourmet restaurants," Lee said. "Our seasonings are imported directly from Taiwan."
But the real specialty on
the menu derives from the
store name -:- Boba Tea.
Boba Tea is a novelty
drink from Taiwan that con. sists of flavored tea or milk
tea with tapioca pearls
called "boba." Boba is a delicacy that is based from tb,e
cassava root. Cassava is similar to a sweet potato ·and
gives the Boba a sweet taste
and the chewy texture.
Boba Tease also offers
authentic milk and flavored
teas such as Jasmin tea and

SHARON WEAVER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nicki Krieger, a UCF junior, takes care of guests at the Boba Tease Asian F~ion cafe located
at the UCF Arena. The cafe opened the first day of classes and has 25 flavors of tea.

the
Knight
Taro tea. The tea is brewed transform
every day and· is more caf- Lounge into.
Lee compared the popufeinated than coffee.
With the addition of Boba . larity of tea shops in Taiwan
into any drink, it transforms to a Smoothie King or Starinto a dessei:t. One of the bucks franchise.
popular menu items is a flaNow they also have
vored smoothie o:r: milk tea, reached New York and Calisuch as strawberry or fornia. Boba Tea is owned by
mango, mixed with the boba. a franchise based out of CalBoba Tea . shops have ifornia called Q-Cup.
been popular in Asia for
Lee, a UCF alumnus,
decades. They have always worked as industrial engibeen in a relaxing cafe set- neer before embarking on Qting in which Lee hopes to Cup franchises. Lee owns

another Q-Cup franchise in
West Orlando that was.
voted the Best Chinese
Restaurant by Orlando Magazine in 2007 and 2008.
"We are happy we can
add the brand new concept
on campus," Lee said. "Now
we're just trying to get the
word out."
Boba Tease opened two
months ago and has been
facing the challenge of
reaching students.
Located on the far side of
campus, Boba Tease is out of
sight from most students.
But between advertising
Boba Tease around campus
and the upcoming events in
the Arena, Lee hopes to see
the business thrive.
"This whole area is so
new, and it will be interesting to see how it is in the
future," said Lee.
Allan Hughes, a junior
computer science major and
Boba Tease employee, has
been working along with
Lee to spread the word
about UCF's newest dining
venue.
"I am involved in the
Asian student organizations
and Mr. Lee came to a Taiwanese party and he
brought a lot of his teas,"
said Hughes, who has been
handing out Boba Tease flyers on campus since the
opening. "I thought his teas
were the best out of all of
them, and I was very happy
to find he was bringing it to
campus."
Despite the location of
UCF's newest dining venue,
student s are already raving
about Boba Tease.
"I really like their Boba
Tea, and I love their tapioca
pearls," said Anna Nguyen, a
sophomore biology major.
"I've tried it in Tampa, St.
Pete, and Sarasota, and I
liked it here the best. It's
blended well and tastes
fresh."
If you can't get enough of
Boba Tease Fusion, check
out the Boba Tease Web site
at www.BobaTease.com.

GRAB YOUR.
COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.KnightNewspapers.co,n/

"Payton" knit dress. $1 38.
Not at Fashion Square or
Merritt S quare.
l

•

•
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$2 o
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NATION & WORLD
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

Al.

Mahoney and House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi have
called for an investigation by
the House Ethics Committee.
Mahoney says he will be vindicated.

Negotiations end chance of
Red Sox going to Sarasota
SARASOTA
The
Boston Red Sox won't be
moving to-Sarasota for spring
training. The city and county
said Tuesday that they have
ended negotiations with the
club.
The city and Sarasota
Coµnty had been negotiating
with the Red Sox for months,
after the Cincinnati Reds
decided to move its spring
operations to Goodyear, Ariz.
In a joint statement, the
city and county said they
were unable to reach an
agreement with the Red Sox.

Man held on bail after taping
woman's hands, mouth
PORT ST. LUCIE
Authorities say a Port St. Lucie
man bound a woman's hands
and taped her mouth shut,
claiming he only wanted to
make her listen
The woman told St. Lucie
County deputies that she woke
up early Friday morning with
33-year-old Kevin Franco on
top of her, binding her hands
with plastic ties and putting .
duct tape over her mouth.
When Franco got up to go
to the kitchen, the woman told
deputies that she used her cell
phone to call 9-1-1.
Franco was arrested on
multiple charges, including
battery and false imprisonment.
He told deputies that he
was not suicidal but didn't
want to live without the victim.
He said he was only trying to
get her attention
He was being held Tuesday
on $10,000 bail
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Former WSU provost may face
aitidsm upon return to teaching
PULLMAN, Wash. - Former Washington State University Provost Steven Hoch
may face some resentment
when he returns to work as
one of the best-paid history
professors in the country.
Some members and former members of the school's
department of history are
upset that Hoch will be paid
$245,000 per year, far more
than the market rate for such
faculty, the Lewiston Tribune
reported Tuesday.
The school is contractually obligated to pay nineelevenths of the $300,000
administrative salary Hoch
lost last week when President Elson Floyd relieved
him of his duties as provost.
He was guaranteed a tenured
faculty position when h e was
hired earlier this year.
· "I would not envy him in
terms of what I think would
be resentment on the part of
many of the faculty," said
retired wsy history professor LeRoy Ashby. "If one
thinks in terms of equity in
the department, I would b e
hard-pressed to make the
case for him making anything
near that amount."

Georgia colleges and universities
facing $136 million budget cut

•
•

ATLANTA - The state
Board of Regents has
approved a $136 million budget cut for the state's 35 colleges
and universities this year.
The board accepted the 6
percent reduction plan at a
Tuesday meeting.
The cuts are part of a
statewide strategy to deal
with an estimate $1.6 billion
budget shortfa)l in the fiscal
year that began July 1.
Some lawmakers worry
the deficit could be worse if
tax revenues continue to lag.
For colleges and universities, the cuts mean freezing
hiring and travel, not replacing old equipme nt, cutting
the numbe r of books and
magazine s in librarie s and
delaying n ew academic programs.
- ASSOCIATEDPRESS
\•
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Traffic snakes up a road as residents flee their hillside homes during a fast moving,
wind driven brush fire in the Sylmar area of the Sna Fernando Valley on Monday.

Canadian prime minster looks

poised to retain political post

OTTAWA - Canada's
Conservative prime minister appears poised to retain
his job as Canadians vote in
national elections on Tuesday, but he faces a greater
challenge in winning a parliamentary majority.
Both polls and pundits
predict another minority
government for Prime Minister Stephen Harper, who
has had a tenuous hold on
power since the 2006 election and has been forced to
rely on the opposition to
pass legislation.
He called the vote in
hopes of winning the 155
seats needed for a majority
in the 308-seat Parliament.
Harper, the first major
world leader to face election
since the global credit crisis
worsened, has been hurt by
his slow reaction to the market meltdown, and that among other missteps may have cost him his bid
for the majority.
But, polls show he is no
longer losing support and
analysts said Harper has
undone part of the damage
in the last week.
Harper's rival, Liberal
leader Stephane Dion, is
proposing an unpopular
carbon tax to fight global
warming that Harper claims
will hurt the economy.
Results are not expected
until after polls close in
British Columbia at 10 p.m.
Harper and Dion crisscrossed the country Monday in a final day of campaigning,
as
analysts
predicted that the Conservatives would not pull off a
majority.
·

England ends national testing
for 14-year-old children
LONDON - British students will have one less test
to take.
Education Secretary Ed
Balls said Tuesday the government was scrapping its
national testing of 14-yearolds in math, reading and
science.
Like in the United States,
British parents and teachers
have- complained that kids
are over-tested and that
non-tested subjects are getting squeezed out.
The government isn't
getting rid of other key tests,
including those given to 11year-olds and 16-year-olds.
The tests being scrapped
have generally been used to
judge how well schools are
doing moving kids along.
The government says
there will be a ste pped-up
effort to assess teachers and
increase reports to parents.
The test for 14-ye ar-olds
has b een around since 1993.

Thailand moves troops near
disputed territory for defense
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia - Thailand vowed it
was r eady to respond militarily if attacked by Cambodia after its smaller neighbor issued an ultimatum foti'"
Thai troops to pull back
from disputed border territory by midday Tuesday.
Thailand moved more
troops to an area nearby late
Tuesday, but strictly as a
d efensive measure , said a
senior Thai army officer.
The troops on both sides
remaine d only about 100
yards apart, said Gen.
Viboonsak N eepan, the
Thai Army commander for
the region.
"We have se nt more
troops to be stationed near
the are a but only enough to
resist (an attack). We will
not attack first," Viboonsak
said. He did not specify how
many troops were sent. .
De spite
inc reasingly

heated rhetoric - including
a description by Cambodia's
prime minister of the contested land as "a life-anddeath battle zone" - fighting did not break out,
although the two countries
disagreed on who backed
down
Thailand's prime minister said his country's troops
had been on their own territory all along.
"If t:pere is a problem, we
will use peaceful means
with an emphasis on negotiations," said Thai .Prime
Minister Somchai Wongsawat. "We will not be an
invader." Somchai is also
under intense political pressure at home from anti-government militants seeking
his resignation.
,
The dispute is over the
land around Preah Vihear,
an 11th century temple long ,
claimed by both countries
but awarded to Cambodia
by the World Court in 1962.
Sovereignty over some of
the land around the temple
has not been clearly
resolved.

PepsiCo Rlanning to axe 3,300,
close six ~lants due to sales
NEW YORK - PepsiCo
announced plans on Tuesday to cut 3,300 jobs and
close six plants as it deals
with lagging U.S. drinks
sales and a surging dollar,
which will hurt profits from
its rapidly growing international business.
The
announcement
came as the global snacks
and drinks maket reported a
9.5 percent drop in thirdquarter profit that missed
Wall Street expectations. It
also offered a downbeat
profit outlook.
The job cuts amount to
roughly 1.8 percent of PepsiCo's global work force of
about 185,000 employees.
The cuts will affect managerial and factory jops both in
and outside the U.S. Most
will be eliminated in the
coming months, Chief
Financial Officer Richard
Goodman said.
The nation's secondlargest drink maker which also owns the FritoLay, Tropicana and Q!Iaker
brands - said the cuts
would generate pretax savings of more than $1.2 billion over the next three
years. It plans to save $350
million to $400 million in
2009.
"While we can't control
the macro economic situation, we can enhance PepsiCo's operating agility to
respond to the changing
environment," Chief Executive Indra Nooyi said in a
statement.
In the third quarter, the
company had net income of
$1.58 billion, or 99 cents a
share, compared with $1.74
billion, or $1.06 per share, a
year ago. Revenue grew to
$11.2 billion in the most
recent period from $10.17
billion a year ago.
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Authorities say they've ended
large spam e-mail operation

•

CHICAGO - Federal
authorities in Chicago say
they've shut down one of
the largest spam e-mail
operations in the world. The
Federal Trade Commission
says the group generated emails promoting sales of
prescription drugs and
"male enhancement" pills.
The FTC says authorities
closed the operation by
working with their counterparts in N ew Zealand.
The FTC plans to provide more details at a news
conference in Chicago later
in the day.
- ASSOOATED PRESS
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Rosen College to host
open house on Friday.
,)

STEPHANIE DE SOUSA
Contributing Writer

)

l

The Rosen College of Hos~
pitality Management will host
an open house for prospective
undergraduate students and
their families and friends at.its
south Orlando campus on Friday.
·
The free event will .include
campus tours and tours of the
Rosen College Apartments as
well as an application and
admission
question-andanswer session. .
A special part of the program will give prospective
students a chance to experience the classroom setting
with a sample lecture from
one of three faculty members.
'We think tb,e quality of
faculty is a very important reason why students choose the
Rosen College," said Robert

Springall, associate director of
Undergraduate Admissions. ·
During the spring 2008
semester, 2,254 undergraduate
students enrolled in its three
degree programs. The college,
which just celebrated its 25th
anniversary, offers degrees in
restaurant and foodservice
management,
event
· management and hospitality
management with several
specialized tracks.
Anthony Perez, a hospitality management major in the
general track, attended one of
their open houses before
attending the school
"The stuffthat they did was
very welcoming," Perez said
•· He said he enjoyed the
activities they included, like
balloon anmials, and said
everything was easy to find
and informative.
The Rosen College cam-

pus is located on Universal
Boulevard in South Orlando,
near Orlando theme parks and
attractions.
Attendants can register
until the day before the event
either online or by calling the
Rosen College Umlergraduate
Admissions office. Springall
said about 114 prospective students have registered as of Friday morning.
Check-in will be from 10
am. to 10:30 am. The program
is scheduled to eµd at 2:30
p.m. Out-of-town guests can
receive special discounts at
area hotels listed on the Rosen
College Web site.
To register or for more
information, students can call
the Rosen College Undergraduate Admissions Office at
407-903-8166.
The next OJlen house will
be Feb.13, 2009.

HI, I'm Iffy and I'm the mascot for the Office of
Information Fluency (IF). Over the next 8 months I
wlll be traveling around campus to let you know
what is happening with IF. Watch for me in the
paper and around campus.
·

Yesterday, I-spent time
reading Robert Slade's IF
Blog. Read his Blog to find
links to help you survive
your first year at UCF.
WWW.ifaUCf.edu

UCF gettingjazey.on NPR
.NICOLE WILLIS
Contributing Writer

A recording of the UCFOrlando Jazz Festival will be
broadcasted on National
Public Radio today at 7 p.m.
The national radio show,
"JazzSet with Dee Dee

Bridgewater," can. be heard
locally on 90.7 FM.
· What listeners will hear is
a recording of the Feb. 23
performance at the · first
annual UCF-Orlando Jazz
Festival held on campus, featuring the famous jazz quar. tet "All for One." The broad-

)

cast will also be played on
UCF's radio station, WUCF
88.9 FM, at the same time.
JazzSet has been on the
air since 1992 providing listeners with j~zz music by
"top artists" from all.over the
world, according to NPR's
Web site.
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Appeal denied, man set to die
GREG BLUESTEIN
Associated Press

. ATLANTA
The
Suprenie Court cleared the
way Tuesday for a Georgia
man to be put to death for
· killing a police . officer,
despite calls from his sup. porters t0 reconsider the
case because seven of nine
key witnesses against him
have recanted
. - .their testimany.
The high court granted
Troy Davis a reprieve Sept.
23; less than two hours
before his. s,c heduled execution.
.
But
the
justices
declined Tuesday to ·give
· his appeal a full-blown
hearing, clearing the last ·
)
hurdle toward his cleath by ·
lethal injection.
It was not immediately
clear when his execution
will take place.
Davis, 39, was sentenced to death . for the
) · 1989 murder of 27-year:-old
Savannah police officer
Mark MacPhail.
.
But doubts about his
' guilt. and fl high-profile
publicity campaign have.
won him the support of
prominent
advocates
including former President Jimmy Carter· and
South Africa Archbishop
Desmond Tutu.
Davis' legal team said it
was frantically searching
for other recourse, but
those prospects seem dim.
"I think it's µisgusting,
terrible. rm extremely disappointed," said Martina
Correia, Davis' sister, when
told about the decision.
'Well, we still have to fight.
We can't stop."
MacPhail's family said it
was relieved by the ruling.
, "I'm hoping that soon
we will have some peace,
that this will all be over,"
said MacPhail's mother,
Anneliese MacPhail, who
is 75.
MacPhail was working
off-duty as a security guard
at a bus station when he
rushed to help a homeless
man who had been pistolwhipped at a nearby parking lot.
He and was shot twice
when he approached Davis
and two other men.
Witnesses identified
Davis as the shooter.
At his 1991 trial, prosecutors . said he wore a
"smirk on his face" as he
fired the gun.
But· Davis' law;·~...-., say
new evidence proves their
client was a victim of mistaken identity.
Besides those who have
' · recanted their testimony,
· three others who did not
)

•
•
•

;,

testify have said Sylvester are irrelevant because they
"Red" Coles - who testified come· from witnesses who
agamst Davis at his trial never testified.
Amid ·t he concerns, Georconfessed to the killing.
Coles refused to talk about gia's pardons board postthe case when contacted by poned Davis' execution in July
The Associated Press during a 2007, less than 24 hours before
2007 court appearance and it was to be carried out.
has no listed phone number.
divided
Georgia
A
Prosecutors have said the Supreme Court twice rejected
case is closed
his request for a new trial, and
They also say some of the the pardons board -turned .
witness affidavits simply down his bid for clemency last
repeat what a trial jury lias month after considering the
already heard, while others ·case again.
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Saving money-shopping UCF Police
Department·
.
through high-tech ways still looking for suspects
'

FROM A1

PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

wliile the current financial
crisis makes daily pennypinching a regular activity, an
offshoot from a 1980s computer program is working to make
it easier for people to save
people money.
Shopatunity is a program
that compiles data from advertisements to lielp consumers
spend money more efficiently.
The program is from the
Florida Institute ofVidep Education, a nonprofit company
that is part of the UCF Technology Incubator. It had its
first video shoot Monday at
Research Park in an effort to
provide students and others
with information on making
smarter purchases.
Shopatunity uses a computer program that was funded by the Community Services Administration in the
1980s in an attempt to help
those with limited income
COURTESY FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF VIDEO EDUCATION
make better decisions with The Shopatunity videos, which are shot in front of a green
screen with \nformation added
their money.
later in editing, will highlight the best deals on products from the previous week.
The system has computers
scan advertisements from other things," Shulman said. currently read through the,cir-·
newspapers and circulars then "But for people who live on a . culars and send an e-mail with
sorts and stores the data by limited income, or people who a list of the products that they
day, product, store and week.
don't have the ability to deter-: are interested in, and that is•
Reports are compiled that mine · whether something is how the program focuses on
examine the best prices for a really the right price, it's a the products most likely to
certain set of products.
problem."
interest students.
Michael Shulman, the
Shulman said that in
The video shoot featured
coordinator of local program- response to that, the Commu- Lauren Salm, a sophomore
ming for the Florida Institute nity Services Administration radio and television pending
of Video Education, has been would help people receiving major, reading .a script
with the program since 1985, · government subsidy to spend describing what the best deals
and he said that its availability their money better.
of the previous week were.
to students is just another .
This program received a Salm, who was in front of a
. $12,200 grant to cover the cost camera for the first time, said
facet of the program.
"When you respond to an for the current fiscal year, she was nervous during the
advertisement, you don't real- Shulman said.
. shoot.
ize that the people who make
Shulman said they polled
The weekly videos will be
the advertisements have these students to get an idea of wh.a t' posted on social networking
skilled abilities, (such as) they were likely to purchase, sites, and students can e-mail
doing color, design where it and that there are about 40 shopatunity@aol.com to get a
fits in the add, ·-- ·and all the students, not just at UCF, who report sent to them. ·

SGA looks to expaild image
FROM A1

"We know that students
will gain a great experience
from this show," Berkowitz
said. "For one thing, it's so ·
original that the majority of
people in attendance will be
seeing a show of this style for
the very first time, let alone by
this company.
"Secondly, the very nature
· of the show will increase student awareness about what
'SGA provides to UCF because
they will - and have been -c
asking questions about who is
bringing this show to campus
and giving them insight to
SGA's very existence as a student advocate here on cam-

The Cirque Odyssey show on Thursday will be a departure frpm the normal SGA funded
events on campus. The show will be at the UCF Arena and is free for students with ID.

pus. We expect to see . an 90-minute show with a prief
increase in all SGA events intermission at the Arena
throughout the year after the beginning at 7 p.m. Doors
Cirque USA show."
' open at 6 p.m. The show is free
Cirque USA will_perform a to students with UCF IDs

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a.·B and-Aid is not enough

the scene where Whitmore
9topped off the suspects "so
K-9 Officer D. Freeman
could attempt to run a
track," the incident report
said
The report also states
that officers ·are attempting
to obtain video footage from
the bank.
In the end, the suspects
got away with property pur- ·
chased from a local retailer
by Whitmore that was in his
car. The incident reports
lists 23 items as being stolen:
12 "miscellaneous" items;
one "household goods"; six 1
items of "clothing or furs";
one item of "TVs, radios,
stereos"; and three items of
"currency, note, etc."
If caught, the suspects
will face three offenses:
Armed robbery with a
weapon; kidnapping with
intent to commit any felony;
and carjacking with a
weapon. All the charges
would be first-degree felony
offenses, according to the
incident reports and Florida ·
statutes.
·
The amount withdrawn
from- the ATM is not being
made known to the public at
this time. Not counting that
amount, the suspects stole
items valued at almost $800,
according to the incident
reports.
Whitmore is willing to

UCF SAFETYTIPS
Remember: Acriminallooks for the opportunity to commit acrime.Awareness,
prevention, andprudent dedsions lessen the chances ofa crime occurring.

AT HOME:
• Keep doors looked at all times, even if you are only awayfor a few moments. Do
not "prop open" doors in the residence halls. .
• Be assertive and demand that any unwanted person in our residence leave, or
leave yourself.Anyone who refuses to leave is a trespasser. If you live in a
residence hall call police.
·
• Make sure hallways,entrances, garages, and ground are well lit. Leave porch
lights on all night. When you expect to return afte'rdark, leave an interior light on
with shades drawn. If you live on campus, report any malfunctioning light at
407-823-5223.
• Know who is at your door before you open it. Campus staff carry identification,
and ,no solicitors are allowed on campus.If you live off campus, install a peephole
in your front door.
.
·
• Make calls for strangers, who want to use yow phone.Don't open your door or
letthem in. .
'•
• List initials andlast name only on yourmailbox or door and inthe telephone
book.
• Get to know your neighbors. If you live off campus, joina neighborhood watch
system and share information on suspicious circumstances.
- POLICE.UCF.EDU

. Roop said the UCF Police
press charges if the suspects
encourages
are caught, said Cpl. James Department
Roop, public information everyone to be aware of
officer of UCF Police their surroundings, especially at night while,walking
Department.
No other information is to and from their vehicles.
They also recommend
being made available right
now, Roop said.
· trav eling in a group and
"It's a very active investi- watching out for one anothgation," Roop said.. "We're er at night. If you see any
following a lot of leads right · suspicious activity, report it
now." . '
to police immediately.
Anyone with information
For more crime prevenis asked to call UCF PD at tion tips, go to the UCF
407-823-5555 or Crimeline at police
-websit e
at
1-800-423-TIPS.
www.police.ucf.edu.
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Members hope to start legacy
FROM A1

"The new UCF Habitat
,
I
chapter will not only
like when you., donate ·increase awareness of the
money-to charity and never ·. need for affordable hous·i ng,
see the effects of your con- but also help educate the.
tribution. Working with community on what Habitat
Habitat that week I got to Orlando is doing to meet
see my physical contribu- those needs," Danmeyer
tion and the gratitude in the said. "We are excited about
eyes of the new home working with university
owner whose house I students both now and in
the future as they become
worked on with them."
After returning · home Habitat leaders, supporters
from the trip, inspiration and board members."
The club has mahy
was · coursing through
Kahn's veins so much that events · planned to further
he and treasurer Jason their cause, ,including a
Lewis decided to create a fundraiser every last Saturcampus chapter for Habitat. day of the month at SKY 60
Other founding members in downtown Orlando, two
included vice president volunteer build ·days · in
which
have
Marc Garreau, secretary October,
Samuel Boundy and risk already bee~ filled, at least
manager Colin Forward, all one monthly build day st~ing in January, and a collestudents at UCF.
"We hope to spread the giate trip over winter break.
The club's first meeting
word of the cause to a large
number of students and get was held Qct. 6, and was a
people h}vplved in commu- great success, according to
nity service and leadership Kahn.
"The response from the
by building affordable hous~
ing for those who could not UCF students has been
otherwise afford it," Boundy · over:whelming," iahn ~aid.
bound. "Most of all, as "Over 160 students shewed
founders, we will be prQud up to our first meeting, and
to see this ·chapter active all are excited and interestyears down the road once ed in getting involved with
Habitat UCF, whether it ·be
we have all graduated."
building,
running for an
I:,;i a news release issued
by Habitat for Humanity, . officer po's ition or educaOrlando on Oct. 3; Dee Dan- tion and advocating for
. ' ·
meyer, executive director of Habitat."
Kahn said that, to' him,
Habitat
for
Humanity
Orlando, expressed her . the :mission of . the UCF
interest in the formation of chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is to not only prothe new UCF chapter.

•

vide those in need with
; affordable housing, but also
to oversee the personal
growth of the students who
participate in the activities. .
"Establishing this group,
we hope to give UCF ' students an opportunity to
help themselves -mature and ·
develop on a personal level,
as well as ga~n experience ·
that can help in future life
endeavors," Kahn said. "Our
primary goals are to provide l ,
UCF students wit h as many
opportunities as possible,
. educating as many people
as possible about Habitat • J
for Humanity, and to advocate the issue of substandard housing, which affects
millions upon millions of
people worldwide."
'
As for the future of the
club, Conrad said that his
hope is that, in years to
come, Habitat for Humanity
at UCF will become synonymous with ·SGA, College
Democrats" College Republicans or even UCF Football.
"When we started this
organization, w e nl=!ver,
thought it would grow and
prosper the w ay it has and. 'hi such a sho rt time span,
but it is one of my proudest
accomplishments," Kahn
said. "I will be a part of
Habitat for Humanity for
the rest of my life, and that's
an honor."
The next general meet ing of the. UCF chapter of
Habitat for ,Humanity ,will
be held Monday.
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasm,a is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
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DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 5QO Orlando . 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months}
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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UFF wants more
than $1,000 bonus.
Al

FROM

At the previous session,
the UFF and BOT were able
to negotiate a one-time $1,000
bonus for UCF faculty, but the
UFF are reluctant to accept it
as a permanent alternative to
a salary increase. '
Monday's
proposed
Salaries
article
update
acknowledges the $1,000
bonus while adding an openended clause for updates
. should additional bonuses or
salary increases be allocated
in the future for faculty.
"One-time bonuses are not
an appropriate way to deal
with increase in pay," Jim
Gilkeson, chief negotiator for
the UFF and an associate professor of finance at UCF, said
at Monday's meeting in
defense ofthe tenth proposed
revision of the article regarding salaries.
According to Gilkeson in
an e-mail response, this the
BOTs at other schools around
the state, including Florida
State University and University of South Florida, have
approved similar salary
increases to the one originally
submited by the UFF.
Last year, the administration did not approve any raises for the faculty at UCF.
The proposed change also
seeks to have the university
provide a list of all affected
faculty members who did not
receive a bonus or salary
increase to the UFF explaining the reason.
The Dii,ciplinary Action
andJob Abandpnment :mi.de,
as proposed by the -BOT, is in
its fourteenth revision.
Major changes . include ·
better defining the manner in
which professors would be
notified of possible suspension or termination, and
adding that the president or
president's office may maintain a file documenting the
proposed disciplinary action
while no evidence remains in
the employee's evaluation file.
The UFF seeks to maintain
a level of fairness within the
disciplinary action section.
Currently, faculty are provided six months advanced
notice before their pay may
be cut off by the administration to allow a thorough

'Is it worse to
suspend
someone in the
middle of a
,semester, or is
it worse to
suspend them
at the start of
the summer?'
-

MICHAEL MATTIMORE,
CHIEF N~GOTIATOR,
UCF BOARD OF TRUSTEES

investigation into the matter .
Should
Ul-Vestigations"
extend beyond the six
. months, the employee's pay
would be cut off. The UFF ·
has proposed that the sixmonth period be extended to
as long as the ip.vestigation
process is active, but the BOT ·
has been reluctant to accept
the resolution.
"What we're really trying
to do here is back up and ask,
'since we're not going to
shorten that six-month time,
what are we willing to
accept?"' Gilkeson said 'We
don't believe the administration should be judge, jury and
executioner without an independent review." .
'.'Is it worse to suspend
someone in the midcije of a
semester, or is it worse to suspend them at the :start of the
summe,r?" Michael ,' Mattimore, chief negotiator - an I
outside attorney - for the ·
BOT, said ''The one or two
times that we've done it, (suspend at the beginning of the
summer) the employees have
been much happier:'
According to Gilkeson, for
the UFF it is simply a matter
of principle. No matter how
few professors may have gone
through the process, the UFF
see~ to have a fair compromise for everyone.
Both sides are currently
setting up another follow-up
meeting to continue these
discussions.
The n_e xt regular board
meeting is set for Nov.13 from
8 am. to 5 p.m. at the live Oak
Center.

A7

Coyne makes case against creationism
FROM

Al

Over 250 students, faculty .
and community. members listened in a standing-room-only
crowd as Coyne explained the
philosophical
differences
between intelligent design and.
evolution while explaining
each theorys scientific foundation.
Throughout the · lecture,
' Coyne repeatedly affirmed
that evolutio~ is based upon
empirical scientific evidence,
while c.reationism and intelligent design are based on a
beliefin God and the supernatural
'We have as much evidence
for the so-called theory of.evolution, as we do the theory of
atoms," Coyrie said. "So .far,
Darwin's theory has stood up
for 150 years ...: There is so
.
.
·
·
GREGORYTIRRITO/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
much evidence in support of JenyCoyne,aprofes.soroftheDepartmentofEcologyand EvolutionattheUniversityofChicagogiveshispresentationonevolutionvs.aeationism.
evolution that it is a fact, just
like the theory of gravity is a · you wrestle with [creationfact."
·
ism], every time you grab it, it
Coyne said that the ,over- changes intq something else."
At a broad level, a Creationist is someone who believes in agod who is absolute
whelming majority of AmeriExpounding
on
the
creator of heaven and earth, out of nothing, by an act of free will.Such a deity is
cans still maintain a belief in metaphor, he recounted cregenerally'thought to be constantly involved ('immanent') in the creation, ready to ·
creationism.
ationism's , metamorphosis:
intervene as necessary, and without whose constant concern the creation would
Based upon recent polling · from its initial effort to teach
cease or disappear.Christians,Jews,and Muslims are all Creationists in this sense.
data, he said that 74 percent of the Genesis story in public
Generally they are known as 'theists,' distinguishing them from 'deists,' that is
Americans believe they were schools, into creation science
created by an intelligent being , - the theory that Biblical
people who believe that there is a designer who might or might not have created
or deity, while just 22 percent · acco~ts are backed by scithe material on which he (or she or it} is workin9 and who does not interfere once
believe that they evolved from · ence - and finishing with evothe designing act is finishing.
·· • .
a lower species.
lution's modern classroom foe:
Creation.ism in this more restricted sense entails ruimber of beliefs. These
"That's three to one," in~elligent design.
include a short time since the lieginnl'ng of everything; that there was a miracu,lous
Coyne said. "Thi~ is pretty
"It is my contention that
creation of all life including homo sapiens. Creationists (in this narrow sense) have
scary given all of the fossil, . intelligent design is a theory
variously been kno~n as Fundaip~ntalists ~r biblical literalists, and sometimes-:,
embryological and molecular that has already been disespecially when they are ·pushing the scientific grounds for their beliefs - as
evidence we have that humans ' proven," Coyne said "Insofar
Scientific Creationists. Today's Creationists are'often marked by enthusiasm for
evolved from an apelike ances- ..as it is a scientific theory."
something that is known as Intelligent Design. &!cause the relationship between
tor about seve;n million years
Backing up this assertion,
Creationism in the sense of literalism and Intelligent Design is somewhat complex,
ago."
Coyne showed numerous
examination of this relationship will be left until later and, untilstated otherwise,
In addition, Coyne dis- examples of fossils from transithe following discussion focusses on literalists.
cussed Darwinism and ere- tional species - missing links
- PLATO.STANFORD.EDU
ationism's combative chronol- - which rebuts intelligent
ogy, beginning with the Scopes design's claim that all species
A second event is schedtrial in 1925, through the on Earth were divinely created · student studying · biology:· "I
National Sdence Foundation's and, since ·creation, have think [creationism] persists uled for Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. with
evolution initiative in the remained static.
because it's a very scary ordeal ' Eugenie Scott, executive direc1960's, and on into court rulThe presentation was for ... people that · we · came , tor of the National Center for
ings as recent as 2004.
approved by attendees.
from so-called lower animals, Science Education, who will
Likening creationis:µi to the
'We have over 100 years of . and that there are not these give the lecture "Florida's Acashape-shifting Greek god Mor- evidence for .[evolution]," said things that we always thought demic Freedom Bills: Cre. ationism du jour?"
pheus, Coyne said, "Every time G~nevieve Metzger, a graduate 'o( that make us special"

CREATIONISM
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Take advantage
·Of your OppOrtUnlt_
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Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current coltege
Freshman or Sophomore?

...........

Do you know what you want
"' to do after graduation?
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
.

UCF College of Graduate Studies
offers a var·1 ety of qptions to help
finance yo~r education.

'

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
·

·

• Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,·
please call: ·
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

T_h e priority deadline for
fel~owship cqnsideration
is fast app,roaching, ·so
please. apply now!

J5T
PROGRAM

The Japan Exchange & Teaching Program
•
,•
•
•

Teach English to Japanese students in public schools
Work in local government offices
Experience Japanese culture
Gain international work experience

JET offers: Year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance,
•
training, and more!

Apply by November 25, 2008 for Summer 2009 positions.

For more information
please visit our website:
f..

. Go! ._

.._

•

r www.graduate.ucf.edu > Financials

For more information or to apply, visit our website:
www.us.emb-japan.go.jp/jetprogramlhomepage.html
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leaving
UCFfor· ..
Big East
•

•

Petrucco scores in
double overtime

•

WILLIAM PERRY

Associate AD says
rumors are baseless

~taff Writer

BRIAN MURPHY

•

Sports Editor

After two straight ties in, double overtime,
the UCF Women's Soccer team escaped a
third by pulling out a 2-1 victory in double
overtime against Colorado College on Sunday.
Temperatures hovered in the low 50s for
much of the match. The cool and windy conditions stayed put despite a mostly sunny day
in Colorado Springs, Colo., and played a role.
"It was the second game of a long road
weekend for us, and the wind and wea~er
were a huge factor," UCF head coach Amanda
Cromwell said in a press release. ''We gave up
an early goal but responded very well. Tying it
up before the half was extremely important
"It wasn't the prettiest of games, but for the
conditions, we played really well and created
enough chances to win."
The Tigers struck quickly by scoring just 3
minutes and 36 seconds into the match.
The Tigers' Kelly LaVoie stole the ball
from a UCF defender and broke toward the
net a one-on-one opportunity. She struck a
shot that goalie Aline Reis was unable to get a
hand on to put her team up, 1-0.
The Knights were unfazed by the early
deficit and put plenty of pressure of their own
on the Tigers' defenders. It paid off in the 29th
minute when they got the equalizer goal after
a Becca Thomas comer kick.
She sent the ball outside the box where
Hanna Wilde found some open space and
nailed the one-timer into the mesh for her
third goal of the season.
UCF looked to add the next tally, but goalie
Caitlin Hulyo was there to tum away any
chance of the Knights taking the lead.
UCF came out in the second half with
much of the same play, still searching for the
PLEASE SEE

FINAL ON A9

The Big East Gonference
hopes to have a. replacement
for retiring
commissionKEITH
er
Mike
TRI_BBLE
Tranghese ip
place by the
end
of
December,
but despite a
report in the
Newark
Star-Ledger,
UCF Director of Athlet~
Report:
lCS
Keith
ANJ.newspaper
is
stated UCF's director · Tribble
not ·in the
of athletics could be
running to
named the next Big
be
that
East commissioner.
UCF's associate AD
replacesaid it's just a rumor.
ment.
The
paper reported Saturday that
Tribble was one of several candidates being considered 'for
the job, according to anonymous sources familiar with the
search. UCF Associate-Director
of Athletics Joe Hornstein said
Monday that the report regarding Tribble had no validity and
was just rumor.
'
"Keith Tribble is excited
about what's going on at the
University of Central Florida,"
he said. "At this point in time,
he has no intentions to pursue
other career opportunities than
direct the University of Central
Florida Athletic Department."·
Tribble has served as UCF's
director of athletics since June
6, 2006. He has overseen more than
$150 million in new construction and improvements to UCF
athletic facilities since his
arrival, including Bright House
Networks Stadium, which
opened last Septemboc.
The Star-Ledger listed seven
possible replacements .- for
Tranghese, including Tribble,
Former Big 12 Commissioner ·
Kevin Weiberg and University
of Texas Women's Athletics
Director Christine ,Plonsky. I
.Other reported replacement
possibilities include the executive vice president of CBS Col~
lege Sports Network, Tim Pernetti, senior associate Big East
commissioner John Marinatto,
and Big East associate commissioners Tom Odjakjian and
Nick Carparelli Jr.
· Tranghese, who will step
down at the end of June, ·has
been with the league since its
formation in 1979 and was the
conference's first full-time
employee. He has been the Big
East commissioner since 1990.
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omen's B'olleyllall

Knights lose battle for first
RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

Through 20 matches last sea· son, the UCF Volleyball team
was 8-12 and near the bottom of
the Conference USA standings.
So to be at the top of C-USA
through the same amount of
matches this season would have
been almost unbelievable.
On Sunday afternoon at The
Venue, the Knights were facing
the UAB Blazers for sole possession of first place in the conference and looking to improve on
their already impressive win
total. Although they fell short,
the players were just 'happy to
be playing a meaningful match
in mid-October.

"Usually, we'~e battling for but the Blazers used a 12-1 run to ~econd-to-last place," senior open the game and force the
_Stephanie Serna said. "Hey, I'll Knights into a timeout. The
· take this loss any day when it's Knights tried to fight back, but
for first place, especially against the Blazers wouldn't let that
a team like UAB that has such happen, making a 13-9 run to
talented girls that find holes and close out the match and take the
weaknesses to get you out of il victory. The win improved
"The good thing is we've got UAB's record to 16-3 overall, 6-3 ·
a second shot at UAB because in conference.
they're in our division of our
UCF fell into an early hole to
confere~ce. We get to go back to . the Blazers, as they turned a 3-3
· their home and show them what tie into a 14-5 lead early ip, the
it feels like to lose at home."
first set. A Janine Williams kill
Despite a good offensive cut the lead to seven at 16-9, but
game from Erin Campbell, UCF
(13-7 overall, 5-2 in C-USA) fell the Blazers used a 9-3 run to take
to the top-seeded Blazers 3-1 (25- the first set.
The second set saw an
GREGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
13, 24-24, 25-23 and 25-10). After
adjustment
made by the Atrio of Knights try to block·a kill attempt from UAB's lilly Domingos during UCF's 3-1 loss on
falling into an early 1-0 hole, the
Sunday to the Blazers. UCF senior Stephanie Serna, 9, recorded 11 kills in the match.
Knights tried to force a fifth set,
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON A9
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Women's Golf
)

Freshman leads UCF to 6th place
DIANA ROJAS
Contributing Writer

)

COURTESY UCFATHLETICS

Freshman Marika Lendl shot rounds of 68, 70 and 68 to finish 6th overall at the
Mercedes-Benz Championship on Sunday. UCF finished 9th out of 18 teams.

This past weekend, the
UCF Women's Golf team
recorded its best three
rounds of the fall season to
place ninth out of 18 teams at
the Mercedes-Benz Championships hosted by the University of Tennessee at the
par-72, 6,058-yard Fox Den
Country Club in Knoxville.
The Knights went up
against seven of the. top-25
teams, including No. 9 Denver and No. 10 North Carolina They also got to face SMU
and Tulane, two of their Conference USA rivals.
Freshman Marika Lendl
has been UCF's top finisher
in each of the first two fall
events as three of her six
rounds have been par or
better. Lendl continued her
strong start in the opening
round Friday by shooting a 4under-par 68.

Lendl's round tied her for
first place overall through 18
holes. It was her lowest round
of the year.
Lendl's 68 was the team's
lowest round of the fall and
just a single stroke off of the
UCF record of 67 shot by
Emma Soderlindh at the 1998
Hatter Spring Fling.
Sophomore Jessy Tang
shot a 75, senior Stephanie
Connelly shot a 78, senior
May Tomimbang shot a 79,
and sophomore Katie Detlefsen rounded out the Knights'
golfers with her 80 as UCF
sat in 12 place after the first
round.
Lendl helped the Knights
move into a tie for eighth
after the second round as she
jumped into first place with a
2-under-par 70.
Lendl's two-round total of
138 placed her two strokes
ahead of Cindy Lacrosse of
Louisville and Sydney Crane
of North Carolina in second

Final homestand to start for U CF
FROM

AS

go-ahead goal. Danielle dos
Santos nearly got that goal
for the Knights in the 60th
minute.
She slipped by the Tigers'
defense and had a breakaway with only Hulyo to
beat. She struck the ball, but
it sailed wide left.
For the third consecutive
game, the Knights would try
to settle the game in overtime, as neither team was
able to get a goal through the
remainder of the second
hal£
The Tigers had two corner kicks in the final minute
of the first extra period, but
they were unable to capitalize and the game advanced
to a second overtime period.
With the minutes ticking
off the clock, it looked like
UCF would earn its third
consecutive tie, but then
they got a comer kick oppor.tunity in the 108th minute.
Thomas sent the ball to
the far post after receiving
the call from the UCF coaching staff.
Christina Petrucco timed
her jump perfectly and

struck a header into the back
of the net with 2:17 left for
her first goal of the season.
"It was great to see
Petrucco get that header at
the end," Cromwell said in a
press release. ''We have a.signal that Becca would go far
post with the comer and it
worked out to our advantage."
Thomas was a huge factor in both of the Knights'
goals. She collected her first
two assists of the season to
tie Yvonne George for the
team lead in points with 10.
More importantly, UCF
picked up a much-needed
conference win. The team
trails conference leader East
Carolina, who is 5-0-1 in conference play thus far, by five
points in the standings.
The victory moved the
Knights to 8-3-3 overall, 3-1-2
in C-USA, and maintained
their undefeated record in
overtime games this season
at 2-0-3.
The Knights ended Colorado College's 10-game
unbeaten streak at home and
extended their own unbeaten streak to five. It is the second stretch this season that

they've gone undefeated for at
least five matches.
''We would have liked two
wins _o n this trip, but we're
definitely happy with a win
and a tie on the road,"
Cromwell said in a press
release. "We certainly look
forward to playing Rice and
Houston at home next weekend."
Five regular season matches are left on UCF's schedule,
all of which are against conference opponents.
The Knights begin their
fmal homestand of the season
with a three-game string starting Friday against Rice, followed by Houston on Sunday,
and SMU on Oct. 24.

place.
The Knights posted a 5over-par 293 Saturday, which
put them four strokes behind
the seventh-place team, Tennessee. It was their best round
as a team this fall season.
Despite Lendl's success,
Connelly led the Knights individually in the second round
with a 3-under-par 69. She was
tied for 27th entering Sunday's
fmalround.
The Knights shot another
round of300 on Sunday to fmish with a season-low total of
893, 29-over-par. The Knights
tied for ninth overall with
Chattanooga and Kentucky.
No. 18 LSU won the event with
a 1-over-par 865.
Lendl was not as impressive
in the fmal round as she had
been in the first two as she
shot a 4-over-par 76. But she
still finished as the top Knight.
She ended the tournament in
sixth place with a 2-under-par
214.
I
Lendl's 214 eclipsed the previous 54-hole school record of
216 set by Connelly, March 1416, 2008 in the LSD/Cleveland
Golf Classic.
North Carolina's State's
Lauren Doughtie shot a 68 in

the first and last round of the
tourney and took home the
win with a 7-under-par 209.
The Knights finished ahead
of Denver and No. 24 Texas
A&M. UCF also placed ahead
of Conference USA rivals
SMU and Tulane in the 54-hole
event.
UCF's 893 was an improvement of 19 strokes over the 912
that the Knights shot last year
at the Mercedes-Benz Championships when it finished last
out of 17 teams.
The Mercedes-Benz Championship was also the best
tournament of the season for
Connelly, who shot a 3-overpar 219 to put her 15th overall.
Connelly followed up her
career-low 69 on Saturday
with an even-par 72 on Sunday
to top all Knights on the day.
Finishing third for the
Knights was Tang with an 11over-par 227, May Tomimbang
finished with a 236 and Katie
Detlefsen rounded out UCF's
competitors with a 237.
The Knights have two
weeks off before they will have
to head to Auburn, Ala., to
compete in their fourth fall
tournament, the Derby Invitational, from Oct. 24-26.

NEWS TO NOTE
SHUT IT DOWN
Colorado College was held to just one
goal against goalkeeper Aline Reis
and UCF's defense.The Tigers were
coming off a six-goal barrage in a
Friday win against Southern
Mississippi.

IWANTTO PLAY
The Knights were finally able to get
an overtime win on Sunday.They
were left to settle for a tie in their
previous two games,both of which
went went to overtime. It was the
first time since 2006 that the Knights
had played in three consecutive
overtime contests.

· Knights pay for
mistakes in loss
FROM

•
•

AS

Knights. Tied at 24, a block
by Serna and then a kill by
Jenny Heppert secured a set
winforUCF.
''We came out of the first
set knowing that we were
going to give a better performance in the second set,"
Campbell said "We did, and
we won. Then. the third set
we came out and wanted to
battle back. UAB is a great
team and great at finding
holes and seams, running
plays and taking advantage
of maybe our lack of discipline. They had a really good
match and we didn't match
it."
Campbell and Serna finished with 15 and 11 kills,
respectively, but they couldn't hold off the Blazers. Four
UAB players recorded 12 or
more kills, and they outkilled the Knights 66-47.
Defensively, the Blazers
shined as well. As a team,
they had 16 block assists.
The entire season has
been a learning process for
the Knights. After their
heartbreaking loss at SMU
on Sept. 26, they learned
how to close out matches
and won five consecutive
contests prior to facing UAB.
Now, they are trying to
work on controlling their
side of the net and not beating themselves. UCF made
19 attack errors against the
Blazers.
"[UAB] took advantage of
some of our weaknesses,"
Campbell said. "We really
need to build from that. We
need to learn to be disciplined, especially blocking
wise."

NEWS TO NOTE
FIRST TIME IN ALONG TIME
Although it was just UCF's sixth home
match of the season, the Knights' loss
to UAB on Sunday was their first since
Sept. 26 against Stanford.
ONA TEAR
UCF's Erin Campbell and Stephanie
Serna kept streaks alive in Sunday's
match.Campbell recorded her
seventh consecutive double-double,
and Serna had her 11th consecutive
match with at least 10 kills.

JIMMY TO GO®
CATERING

Campbell
and
her
Knights don't have much
time to recover. They travel
to Texas this weekend to
take on C-USA foes Houston
and Rice. Both teams are at
.500 or better· in Conference

BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25C per item (•/-toe).

USA
Despite the loss, Serna
said that she continues to
focus on what every member of the team wants to concentrate on: The growth of
the team.
"I think we do a really
good job oflooking at the big
picture, and the big picture
is that we've improved so
much," Serna said. "Yes, this
is a heartbreaker and yeah,
they found little ways to chip
and tear at our weaknesses
to take the match, but we've
still come great lengths. Just
as a team together on the
inside and outside, we've
made so much improvement
when you look at the big picture.
''We'll learn from this and
move on. We've got Houston
and Rice next week and the
only thing we can think
about is the future."

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil &. vinegar. and oregano.

turkey &. provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions. mayo.
lettuce. tomato. &. our homemade
Italian dressing.

&. mayo. (JJ"s original turkey&. bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORkERTr,1
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce.
tomato&. mayo. what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

4000 CENTRAL FLORIDA BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.304.7740

386.253.2811

407-275.5911

407.882.2222

PORT ORANGE

SOUTH DAYTONA

DAYTONA BEACH

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOIIN'S!"(g)
::,

© 1985, 2002. 2003 , 2004. 2007 , 2008 JIMMY JOHN' S FBANCHI~\. llC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any .Menu Changes.
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Double standard
with frat justice

H

azing is unacceptable.

~aternities and sororities should all agree that degrading pledges or members to obtain
some sort of social respect is
clearly absurd.
However, in the case of Kappa
Sigma's suspension we feel the
fraternity may be facing a sort of
double standard in comparison
with UCF's handling of Alpha Phi
Alpha, another fraternity which
was accused of hazing.
Recently, Kappa Sigma, a fraternity occupying one of the
houses in Greek Park and a member of the Interfraternity Council,
was put on suspension after a
member was written on with
markers while he was asleep at a
fraternity party pillow fight.
Video documentation was submitted to UCF, and action was
taken.
On the contrary, Alpha Phi
Alpha, a traditionally AfricanAmerican fraternity that's part of
the National Pan-Hellenic Council, was accused of hazing after a
pledge, McAndy Douarin, died of
heart-related failure after being
punched in the chest. The organization denied that Douarin was a
pledge along with any allegations
of hazing, although UCF is currently waiting for more information before continuing its investigation. Given past examples, it
· seems that regardless ofAlpha
Phi Alpha's innocence or guilt,
UCF should not let them continue on as normal while they dig
deeper into the investigation.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Pi Kappa Alpha surely weren't granted that leeway
while investigations on them
were pending.
This just doesn't seem fair.
Kappa Sigma has a pillow fight
and they get pummeled by university policy and Alpha Phi
Alpha walks away with a put-off
investigation? Seriously?
Well to begin, let's first define
hazing. Nothing is quite clear
until you realize just how much
constitutes as hazing.
According to stophazing.org, a

Web site dedicated to educating
readers on issues concerning hazing and how to prevent it, hazing
"is "any activity expected of someone joining a group (or to maintain full status in a group) that
humiliates, degrades or risks
emotional and/or physical harm,
regardless of the person's willingness to participate." The definition also fits the scope of Florida's Anti-Hazing Laws.
Put simply, hazing is pretty
much any activity that a person is
expected to participate in, otherwise their membership is jeopardized. Essentially, a teacher
forcing us to take tests and pass
their class to remain a student at
UCF is technically hazing as long
as we have some sort of "emotional harm" associated with test
taking. We as students have to
take tests to pass classes to
remain part of the student body,
therefore test taking dic;tates our
status as students. Ifthose tests in
any way ''risk emotional harm,"
then they're technically hazing.
However in many Greek systems, the most common for:rp. of
hazing is often seen when
pledges are involved. Generally,
this sort of hazing is usually by
means of testing pledges on fraternity or sorority history or giving them some sort cif scavenger
hunt or task to complete before
initiation.
Still, fraternities and sororities
across the country have taken the
traditions to an extreme and
exhibited intense degradation
when it comes to hazing pledges
or active members.
For instance, acts like pouring
boiling water on pledges or forcing women to have their fat circled by fraternity men are documented cases of Greek
organizations clearly crossing the
line. Nevertheless, this element
doesn't particularly appear to be.
the hazing in question in regards
to Kappa Sigma.
So how did Kappa Sigma really push their limits? They had a
· pillow fight? If having a pillow
fight is hazing, than some of our
first grade birthday parties should

have been raided by the police.
Although we haven't seen the
video or the severity of the pillow
fight, given they weren't smothering someone, is that really hazing?
Were members forced to participate in order to remain active?
If not, then stophazing.org's
definition doesn't really pertain to
this situation.
Additionally, writing on someone with markers while they're
asleep is just silly. It's pretty common knowledge around campus
that if you get drunk and fall
asleep, someone, somewhere is
most likely going to draw some
sort of phallic symbol or snide
remark on your forehead.
It seems that given the situation out of context, this is only
borderline hazing as well. Now,
had information been released
that they pinned someone down
and wrote all over them, then
sure, that's hazing and Kappa
Sigma should be punished. But
seriously, who hasn't been doodled on with a marker? Does that
mean that Jimmy from seventh
grade who wrote "I love S.O.S."
on the back of your hand ·should
have been suspended from .
school if you didn't particularly
appreciate his artistic rendering
on your flesh?
It just seems that while Kappa
Sigma is on thin ice with the university, the death of a 26-year-old
man, whose family members say
was perfectly healthy, seems to be
going by with minimal notice.
Given the facts released, it just
seems unfair that the university ,
has no official explanation of why
Alpha Phi Alpha practically
walked away from this mess. Of
course, this begs the question that
if the situation was reversed and
Kappa Sigma was under allegations ,would they just walk away?
It's not a matter of right or
wrong, but rather a matter of fairness. UCF routinely suspends fraternities while investigating
wrongdoing, yet Alpha Phi Alpha
seems to have gotten off so far
without so much as a slap on the
wrist:
Where's the justice in that?

ACORN is nuts for

atte111pting fraud .
T

•
•

here's no question that
the presidential election
in 2000 was stolen.
It reeked of unethical practices and poor judgment for
years. Some people will never
forget it, while many others
have vowed "never again." Well,
it seems to be happening again
right under our noses.
Fortunately, election officials
are more vigilant now after the
sham of an election that was
held in 2000.
Election season often brings
out the best in some people and
the worst in others. You see
some·great speeches, listen to
some new ideas and find out
more than you ever wanted to
know about political candidates.
Recently though, we have
seen some egregious election
fraud coming from the non-partisan community advocacy
group Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now, also known as ACORN.
The organization was started
in 1970 and traditionally does
great things for low and middle
income families including lobbying for better housing, safer
neighborhoods and better
healthcare.
For a long time, ACORN has
pushed for better education in
crowded, urban schools by getting parents and community
members more involved in the
education process.
Unfortunately, around eleco

tion season, ACORN organizers
sometimes get themselves into
trouble·with voter fraud.
The organization sends volunteers around trying to register
as many people as possible.
If you have classes on campus, there's a good chance
you've recently run into someone who asked you if you were
registered to vote, though they
may not have been working
with ACORN. These types of
voter registration pushes are not
illegal in and of themselves.
In fact, they are a great way
to make sure everyone votes
who is eligible to do so.
The problem is in places like
Lake County, Ind., where
ACORN turned in 5,000 voter
registration forms with names
with the same signature like
Bob States, Terror Strong and
Shea Boons, names of dead people and even Jimmy Johns, the
name of the popular sandwich
chain.
Elections officials went
through about 2,100 of the 5,000
forms that ACORN volunteers
had turned in and found almost
all of them to be faked.
ACORN's attorney, Brian
Mellor, had this to say about the
problem: "Many of our employees are very, very dedicated. .
Many, most of our employees,
are dedicated to getting people
registered in our communities
so their communities can participate in demo.cracy. As in any

business, some of them ... are
lazy and don't do their job."
This isn't the first election
where ACORN volunteers have
been implicateq in this type of
voter registration fraud.
The organization has been
investigated in different cities in
every election for the last five
years.
ACORN officials say the
group has signed up more than
1.3 million poor and workingclass voters in its registration
drive this year, but we have to
wonder how many of them are
genuine.
This type of electoral fraud
needs to be wiped out because
no ~tter whom you support,
unethical behavior in democracy harms the fair and equal system of government we all want
to see in place.
Whether it's political supporters who are disenfranchising voters and trying to keep
them away from the polls, or
registering citizens to vote multiple times, the end result is an
electoral abortion like we saw in
2000, which ultimately led to
the worst presidential administration in American history.
This election needs to be fair,
it needs to be ethical and most
importantly it needs to be legitimate, because when it comes
down to it, the fate of our country hangs in the balance, and if
we screw it up this time there
won't be a second chance.

READER VIEWS

Kappa Sigmas
were treated unjustly

money, but most of all, we'd get the
respect we deserve.
UCF "Stands For Opportunity,"
right? Well, now is the perfect opportunity to turn our program into something truly special. I implore Keith Tribble to consider this potential scenario,
as it would greatly benefit this program,
this school, and this community in ways
currently unimaginable.
·

I just want to write in response to
Kappa Sigmas recent suspension. I am a
recent graduate from UCF, a proud alum
of Kappa Sigma. and a proud member of
the Alumni Association. After the recent
suspension of Kappa sigma for as little of
-ALEX PADILLA II
a reason as hitting an established member of the fraternity (not a pledge)"with a
pillow and drawing on him with a marker, I am outraged, considering that an
established potential pledge from a
minority fraternity supposedly died as a
result from physical duress obtained as
While reading the opinion section of
a result of attending a party as a pledge. Wednesday's paper I was not only
I believe that it is ludicrous to begin
shocked but also offended. Chivalry as
to sanction common student body
depicted in the article was something
intersocial actions that are practiced
that everyone (in a hetero normative
nationwide regardless of fraternal creed world) should accept and receive with
or association.
"gratitude." Chivalry is a problem when
A witch hunt has been initiated
one (who in the article was al.ways
because of previous "serious infracmale) does something specifically
tions" from various Greek organizations because of the other person's gender
no longer affiliated with on campus
(who in the article was always female).
Greek society. I feel that these actions
If the writers of this article feel as
taken by UCF were warranted because
though people should just start being
of dire severity and magnitude.
more courteous to everyone well good,
However, the current issues faced by
I'm with you on that. I like when somethe office of student conduct and Kappa
one sees that I'm right behind them and
Sigma are of minor importance, especially they hold the door open for me, the genin light of oversight of major allegations
der of that person is irrelevant, and my
from WFTV and the Crime Line with no
gender.should be as well. However as a
investigations for an aspiring business stu- feminist who attempts to make the world
dent. Kappa Sigma was penalized by the
a more gender-equal place, the article
current day UCF "Salem Witch Trials"
was very negative towards women who
when they, in fact, did nothing that any
have to daily empower themselves; also
current or previous student at any college to men who daily deal with gender roles .
or university would do.
they are uncomfortable with.
Frankly, After UCF's constant effort
For grins and giggles let's assume
to expel major Greek organizations for
you the author wanted people to be
any given reason sickens me. Especially · more courteous. So now let's focus on
considering all the support that the
something else detrimental about the
organizations provide for UCF and the
article: the hetero norms. I don't know
surrounding community. Given the cur- if you are aware of something called the
rent situation, I am reluctant to support · GLBTQcommunity. You should be, you
UCF in any way until proper justice
published an article not too long ago
(and not nit picky witch hunts) can be
about life as a transgendered person.
served for the greek community as a
The article only mentioned people in a
whole. I feel the Kappa Sigma chapter
hetero relationship.
has been greatly wronged.
Are queer people not in relation- ERIN ANZALONE ships? Do queer people not court significant others? Breaking news: THEY
DO! Publishing an article about dating,
while ieaving out an entire community
is not only insensitive but ignorant. As
a newspaper that has published articles
for the GLBTQ, community you should
Chivalry is, indeed, sexist to men.
know better. I am ashamed and hurt
Common courtesy, on the other hand,
that you could have made such an error.
isn't. Rather than order MEN to do all
-ANI ESTRADA
the door-opening and dinner-buying,
why not tell EVERYONE to be courteous to EVERYONE? Women should
(and do) hold the door for men when
they get to it first. There's nothing stopping a woman from pulling out a man's
chair or occasionally treating him at a
Mr. Millican would be rolling in his
restaurant. It should be about doing
grave
if he saw ·the state this school's
nice things for one another, not relying
library is in. UF and FSU must be
on gender roles.
bowled over with laughter. With a
- BRIAN GILLIN library this small, we must look like we
still haven't graduated from "My First
University Library."
For the past week, I've had to spend
at least halt an hour trying to find a
quiet place to study somewhere in our
library. Sometimes my back will ache
UCF needs change. Change we can
from carrying my bags up and down
believe in. No silly, not politically, but in
our football program. Given UCF's strug- the stairs so many times.
Sometimes I'll strike up a conversagles the past few years, I believe that now
tion with someone on the elevator who
is the time for a head coaching change.
happens to be on the same mission. It
UCF has just been given a golden opportook me about 45 minutes to fmd the
tunity to launch this program into relecrappy little desk I'm sitting at right
vancy and legitimize it across the nation.
now, which looks more like it was put
On Monday, Clemson University
here by mistake and should actually be
fired head football coach Tommy Bowin the dumpster.
den after a decade at the helm. In nine
Our library computer areas are startseasons with the Tigers, Bowden's
ing
to look like the parking garages; I
teams went to eight (eight!) bowl
games. In four seasons, George O'Leary frequently fmd myself among the several students stalking patrons in hopes of ·
has led us to two, whereas Bowden
hopping on their computer after them.
went to five consecutive at the beginEven when I bring my laptop, I'm lucky
ning of his tenure. Also keep in mind
to fmd a quiet seat with an outlet anythat Bowden did this in a much better
where near it.
conference, the ACC.
For all the talk of expanding the fitHow is it that UCF is not a serious
ness center and building more garages, I
contender in the national college footdon't understand why no one is screamball scene after all these years? Florida
ing about the library. We have 50,000 stuis in the Top 3 as far as football
dents.here, and our library has the capacpipelines (alongside California and
ity for only half that, at best. I don't care
Texas), yet our program is nothing
about
the gym and parking. Without a
more than mediocre at best. Tommy
proper library, this school as an instituBowden would bring our program
tion oflearning is a joke.
instant notoriety, publicity, and legitimacy. We'd get the recruits, we'd get the
- HEIDI RAE HOSMER
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Gender is ·irrelevant
in acts of chivalry
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Common courte~
better than chivalry
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UCF needs to spend
more on Library

UCF's gameplan should
include a new coach
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMIDC, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
•

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Rate
Help Wanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-nme C
Help Wanted: FuH-Tnne C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
B
For Rent: Apartme~
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
NEEDED; must know how to interface
with the new EBAY API and create an
app from the ground up; contract work;
sales@cheaptronics.net
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 1 9-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

•

SALES REP NEEDED!

•

Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to '
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

WE NEED A DJ!
Can you play music and entertain a
crowd? We have an event on UCF
campus and we need a DJ to
entertain! Traffic of over 2000
students and 40 vendors! Great
Exposure for new talent! Own
equipment required. November 18th
Memory Mall 10am-2pm,
Contact/Send ref~rences to:
trishai@knlghtnewspapers.com!

•

Advantage Personnel is looking to fill
Full & Part Time positions in Customer
Service for more info.
Call 1-888-315-9403

.,

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/ff No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

..

•

'
Located Near Campus
--407-679-2700 - www.workforstudents.com

Autism Teacher/Play Therapist
Needed
PT,Flexible Hours, Teaching our 4
year old special needs child In our
home. Will train, Good Pay. Call
Debbie at 513-313-7779 or 407-365. 5857.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Click on Surveys.

Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/classified

rr.,j1 HELP WANTED:
~ Full-Time

Berman Hopkins CPAs, with offices in
Melbourne and Orlando, has positions
available in our audit and tax depts for
exp'd and entry level accountants.
Candidates must have or be pursuing
their Masters or CPA. Overnight travel
required for most positions. Qualified
candidates should send resumes to
LBierbrunner@bermanhopkins.com.
Drug testing and background
investigations will be performed.

1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541
Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
immediately. $900 full or
$450/roommate. Call (407) 247-6423

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

400 Semc:es
500
600
700
800
900

Announcements
Travel'
Worship
MisceRaneous
Wanted

AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. "$500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view all
ads at www.UCFnews.com/ciassified

Room for rent in Avalon Park

The Lofts-SL room for Nov.ASAP in
4/4-Female $609/month inc all utl. Call
Mandy·561-951-0421

QUIET REGENCY PARK - Pool,
tennis, ethernet, util. , w/d, kitchen . N/S
responsible female looking for likeminded. Fenced pet. $505 407-2471610

Cute 3/2 Home! Lots of upgrades!
Close to UCF! $179,900. Call Tanya
McDonnel, Remax Town and Country,
407-625-2719

FOR SALE 1989 Oldsmobile
Close to UCF
$500. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711 @yahoo.com

Ninety-Eight Touring Sedan. New
Sony CD player recently installed.
Only 85k miles. $750 OBO. Call Tej
at 407-914-6586 or email
tej220@gmail.com

DJ Service
Extensive Selection of Music.
Specializing in Personal and
Business Functions. Special October
Rate of $85 an hour. 407-301-1193

Fabulous CLUB NAILS & Spa:
Large room for rent.
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 10
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

5
9

Acrylic (Sparkles, Sea shells, colors),
Pedicure, Manicure, Wax, Facial,
Reflexology, Massage. Special 10%
OFF coupon online at:
Clubnailsandspa.com/ Appl call: 417384-8700 or visit CLUB NAILS AND
SP('. 11229 E COLONIAL,ORL.
FL32817 (accross from SuperWalmart)

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

RateB

$9
$6

$I3

RateC
$}9
$}3

$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

6
3

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/
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1 Female Roommates N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. Dean
Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

1 room w/private bath in a 4/3
townhouse. $525/mo. incl.Utilities,
cable/internet, W/D. Lease take overwill pay fees.UCF area. Call Obie 954548-6444

DIGITAL SALES POSITION
OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not o"ffered
·for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to- focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the Cli!;lnt's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.
Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
_ in selling Internet ,;1dvertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired .
Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

2 Bedrooms Available in a 3/2 House
7 Mint from UCF(Dean Rd & Curry
ford)
Bed.Utilities and Internet included.
Shared Bathrooms $500 Month...
Call Jonas 407-466-4033

3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl.
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3
car garage.Call Fred 850-291-3183

IT IS OUR POLICYTO APPLY
RECRUITING, HIRING, PROMOTION,
COMPENSATION AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PRACTICES WITHOUT REGARD TO
RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX,
DISABILITIES, AGE OR OTHER
LEGALLY PRESCRIBED CRITERIA.
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Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Scarlett's last
name
6 All-purpose
MOs
9 Oregon capital
14 Indian princes
15 Old card game
16 Worship
17 Squeals
18 • the land of
the free ... "
19 Pentium makers
20 Stories in
installments
22 Forum attire
24 Club lee
25 Of one's mate
29 Bessy's bellow
32 Weaver's need
34 Boot cushion
35 German
playwright Toller
37 Flower holder
39 Agatha's
contemporary
40 Wet sprays
41 LIiiy or Wallach
42 Cavalry sword
43 Max or Buddy
44 Engendered
45 Greek letter
46 All in one piece
48 Crystal gazer
50 Asian holiday
51 Scamps
53 Poet Teasdale
55 Cash drawer
56 Neptune's spear
60 Promotes
heavily
63 •
Maria"
65 Macabre
66 _ Jaw,
Saskatchewan
67 Dance type
68 Bacon unit
69 Businessmen,
informally
70 Aliens, briefly
71 Flat-head nails
DOWN
1 Eyes, in poems
2 Patriot Nathan
3 Not quite
closed
4 Fanatlcal
5 Onslaughts

10/15/08
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6
7
8
9

Trivialize
Eerie author
Alphabetizes
Ho Chi Minh
City, formerly
10 To a sickening
degree
11 Destiny
12 Before,
poetically
13 Gibson of
"Hamlet"
21 Sayer the singer
23 Mayberry boy
26 Fruit Ice
27 Claim
28 Ogle
29 Part of a group
30 Italian journalist
Fallaci
3 1 Beginnings
33 Men and boys
36 Most exacting
38 Skirts
42 Most
lamentable
44 Tower ringer
47 Pay increases
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Last issue solved
49 Serving of corn
52 Election
selection
54 Ms. Rogers St.
Johns
57 Olympic skater
Heiden

58 Price of golf
59 Golfers'
oadgets
60" Pinafore"
6 1 Mirror image?
62 Taro paste
64 Dyeing tub

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds
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How Do I Text
UCFNEVVS to 44636?
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

I•
2.
3.
4.
5.

Text stop to end at
any time.

•

"

Grab your cell phone.

Select messages on your
main menu
Write a new text message.
"UCFKNIGHTS"
Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).
Begin receiving
UCF Knights Football Scores!

..
•
The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!

•

* Carrier text messaging rates apply

l
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October 15, 2008 • (enttal Jlorlba '1rtute

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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EXCLUSIVE UCF S.T UDENTS, FACULTY & ALUMNI TICKET:

ONLY$32*

• Valid for admission on Sunday, October 19th
• Early park admission to Universal's Islands of Adventure®starting at 4pm
• FREE admission** to select Universal CityWalk®dubs.
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How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?

To:44636
UCFNEVVS

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

I•

Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message.
"UCFNEWS"

4.
5.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

:)

)

Reply A to set alert.

)

Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!

•

c!tnttaf 3f=foriba 3f=uturt

•

The Student Newspaper at IJ(f since 1968

fliil
.c:J!

Receive FREE. real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!

*Carrier text messagin rates apply
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